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THE PLAN IS THAT IT EVENTUALLY WILL BECOME A LEVEL THREE TRAUMA UNIT, TO ENHANCE THE LEVEL ONE TRAUMA UNIT AT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

Kristi’s Kids: Battery Dangers (Keith Boesen, Managing Director for the Arizona Poison and Drug Information Center at College of Pharmacy in Tucson)

Woman seriously injured in apartment fire on Tucson’s east side (taken to UMC)

Tucson man killed in early morning shooting (taken to UMC)

65 Outstanding Shoulder Surgeons and Specialists (Heinz Hoenecke, MD earned his medical degree at the UA College of Medicine in Phoenix)

Health Care Heroes: A look at Lifetime Achievement winners (Jacqueline Chadwick, UA College of Medicine-Phoenix)

Centenarians living longer, richer lives (University of Arizona Center on Aging)

Oldest of the old living longer, richer lives (University of Arizona Center on Aging)

Antivenom Targets Nerve Toxins in Scorpion Sting

Scorpion sting anti-venom

Law professor's article published in 'Personalized Medicine' (co-authored by Douglas E. Campos-Outcalt)

Into the mind of ... Leslie Boyer

Arizona’s rising median age brings concerns, opportunity, experts say (University of Arizona Center on Aging)

Scorpion stings

University of Arizona: Sea squirt cells shed light on cancer development (Bradley Davidson, UA department of molecular and cellular biology reports in Nature Cell Biology)

Many admit to being less than truthful with doctors about health habits (Victoria Maizes, executive director of the Arizona...
Arizona's rising median age brings concerns, opportunity, experts say
(University of Arizona Center on Aging)